For generations I have lived around here. My great-grandfather lived down there in that low spot where the water always runs off. Of course, they did not live very long in those days, but now we have adapted to the conditions here we can live for years. And that's all thanks to those greenkeepers who are forced to over-feed and water us even when we don't need it. But who can blame them - they just want an easy life.

As for the people who walk all over us in those studded shoes, the other day I heard one of them say he was wearing soft spikes. Well I will tell you; they are not very soft when they are on your tender nodes and ligules. Still, they do make it easy for us whenever they complain that we are getting too dry and they cannot stop their balls on us. We know that we can get a good drink then without even having to wilt for it.

Hey Rich, you're new around here. So let me tell you about this place. I think they call it a golf course, and this is a green. What! We're the green? Well that can't be fair. What do you think I am? A weed? Rich! Did you hear any of that? Yeah. I have some more over here. It's me, down here. What happens next? Well we got that wrong didn't we? It's horrible! They come at us again this time with spinning metal blades which rip your sheath and seed heads off. Why? I'm not sure but there is more to come. They bring in foreigners - lots of them.

A few weeks later ...

Hey Rich, can you hear something? Yeah! It's beginning! Keep your head down. Well, I survived that. Are you alright? I think so, but I can't feel part of my roots. CORE! Look at all those poor awrards. Goodbye and good luck! It's not over yet. Here come the spinning blades. Keep your head down! Well I only lost a few seeds that time. Here come the foreigners now. There seems to be thousands of them this time and some have landed next to me. Well, it's not very big is it? This is new! Close your eyes, they are covering us up.

Help! I can't see the sun! Ah... there it is. That feels good - nice and cosy and water as well. What could be better?

What, like the Underground? If you are lucky and it misses, you just about have time to say goodbye to your old friends before they are taken away forever. I have no idea what happens to them. Someone once said they thought it was heaven, but I think that is a lot of old compost! What happens next? It's horrible! They come at us again this time with spinning metal blades which rip your sheath and seed heads off. Why? I'm not sure but there is more to come. They bring in foreigners - lots of them.

A few weeks later ...

Hey Rich, can you hear something? Yeah! It's beginning! Keep your head down. Well, I survived that. Are you alright? I think so, but I can't feel part of my roots. CORE! Look at all those poor awrards. Goodbye and good luck! It's not over yet. Here come the spinning blades. Keep your head down! Well I only lost a few seeds that time. Here come the foreigners now. There seems to be thousands of them this time and some have landed next to me. Well, it's not very big is it? This is new! Close your eyes, they are covering us up.

Help! I can't see the sun! Ah... there it is. That feels good - nice and cosy and water as well. What could be better?

Two weeks later ...

Good morning sir. Who said that? It's me, down here. Who are you? I am Bent. Bent? we don't want any of your sort around here. Hey Rich, there is a newcomer here and he is Bent. Yeah. I have some more over here. I can't remember anything like this happening before. We will just have to wait and see. Hey, keep your stolons to yourself. You're getting a bit fresh for someone so immature. I can't help it. It's the way I am. We grow up fast you know. My friends and I have been put here to sort you out. Nothing personal old pal.

Well, I think we might have something to say about that you young upstart! Rich! Did you hear any of that? Yes I did. What are we going to do about it?

Poa puts his thinking cap on and tries to remember an old wartime story his dad once told him, about survival and the battle they had against something called fescue. There seems to be differences in strategy. This time the greenkeeper has given us all a good watering and a much needed feed. Dad told me that in his battle he had to survive without food and water for weeks on end and the starvation only stopped when golfers complained that they could not play any more and gave the greenkeeper and his mate, Jim, the big E. Well, I don't think this is going to be as easy as that this time because the greenkeeper and the golfers have come out to inspect us all. Ouch!

What does he think he is doing, pulling my leaves off and saying that this is what he wants to get rid of? Thank you Chairman - I agree the golfers do still have to play upon us and how dare he call me a weed to be eradicated! What have I done to upset so many people? Naturally I am only trying to do my best - and spread a few wild seeds. Well I don't know, it's all a bit over my head really ...

Time goes by ...

Bent is getting a bit big for his boots hey Rich! Yeah, and so are his mates! They are trying to squeeze me to death over here.

Then along comes some help ...

Listen! I can hear the spinning blades - wow! Did you see that? Bent got it right between the nodes and cut off some of his stolons. That must have been painful.

That will slow him down for a while and it's getting warmer so he'll feel a bit sick for a while. Well we got that wrong didn't we Rich? He must be some sort of masochist! He loves all this rough stuff and he said that it is good for him as he can multiply without having to seed.

Not a lot of fun. This could be the beginning of the end for our kind. Don't give up that easily Rich - we still have a few tricks we can use. We mustn't let them see that they
are hurting us. Be brave and blend into everyone around you.

Yes, you’re right. I heard one of the golfers say he was practicing for the Club Championship next week.

Good, so now we can expect to have some rest from all this punishment and even get some food. It’s a good thing they have so many competitions to let us regain our strength and regroup - just as they have the upper hand. It happens all the time.

Hey Rich. Can you hear me?

Not feeling very well. That feed we had seems to have upset me - I feel terribly bloated and quite weak and I've even got some spots coming out down here.

Oh no! I've seen this before and I lost some good friends last time it struck. Shame it doesn't affect Bent in the same way. Here comes the greenkeeper and he seems to be making a bit of a fuss of us. He appears to care about us at last. Well, that's a turn up for the books, or is it that he needs us? We are better than nothing, after all!

Rich gets worse and dies and Poa is outnumbered by Bent and all his pals but he isn't about to give in. Some of Bent's friends are getting sick as well. Now the greenkeeper has to do something and he turns to the Bottle. The sprayer comes and within hours everyone is feeling better. Poa now knows how far he can go before the greenkeeper will give in. Within a few days there is a voice coming from the spot where Rich once lived...

Hello out there.

Not more Bent thinks Poa. But to his surprise he looks across to see a mirror image of himself.

Hello Dad!

Poa is beside himself with joy. Not only have I survived the battle, but I have managed to multiply and we will try again to win this war!

Hey Bent, are you still here?

Yes I am. That was not at all pleasant being treated so badly and feeling so sick.

How do you manage to keep coming back from the brink?

Oh didn't you know? It's like that every year at this time. I've been through it more than once. You too will learn to recognise the seasonal changes with shorter working days and long damp nights resulting in more feeds to try to keep us going for longer than we naturally would. It is hardly surprising then that we then get sick and diseased. Why don't the humans hear what we are telling them? The signs are always there for them to see.

I've been listening carefully to you Dad and I can't help but feel sorry for the greenkeeper. It sounds as if he is only trying to help and be our friend.

That's right. You will always learn more by watching and listening than you will by telling everybody that you know it all. I know you will survive - it's in your genes.

Oh I forgot, jeans are not allowed on golf courses!
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...fantastic fairways...

...great greens!
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CONTROLLED RELEASE FERTILISERS

- 5-6 month OR now, new 3 month response from a single application
- Different prill sizes for fine, close mown and coarse turf
- Nutrients released by temperature alone - unaffected by increased rainfall
- Less clippings and increased root growth compared to other treatments
- Sulphur free, high potassium formulations for stronger, harder turf
- Use as a "Base Feed" on fine turf to provide consistent, reliable response

Manufactured by Haifa Chemicals
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